Inspiring the next
generation of creators.

IN LIBRARIES

FILMMAKING
CLASSIC RANGE

For years now Activate has been empowering tomorrow’s content creators and leading the
way in teaching young people how to tell stories using devices and digital tools.
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Device-based Filmmaking
Basic
Our innovative way of filmmaking draws on the endless
creative capabilities of devices such as iPads and the neverending selecting of apps. Here you’ll work with professional
filmmakers and learn how to turn your mobile device into an
incredibly powerful filmmaking tool.
Advanced
Understand the basics of filmmaking and want to take your
film projects to the next level? Here you’ll get to know
the technology, techniques and tools needed to produce
beautiful looking films with mobile devices.

Stop Motion Animation
Basic
In this workshop participants learn the basic techniques of
stop motion animation. These skills are focused on giving life
to an inanimate object like plasticine. The principles include;
motion, morphing and walk cycles.
Advanced
Once you have the basics of stop motion animation
conquered, it’s time to focus on more complex techniques. In
our advanced stop motion workshop, participants learn how
to animate facial movements and have the opportunity to
voice their very own character.

Themes
Activate offers an exciting range of themed workshops ideal
for any genre of holiday programming! Workshops can
include special effects makeup, costumes, and visual effects
applications. Your idea not on the list? Let us know!
Zombie Invasion
Superhero Battle
Fantasy Fairytales
Action Hero
Alien Invasion

Anime Hero
Music Video
Wizards and Warlocks
Cops and Robbers
Dystopian Survivors

YouTube
Basic
Believe it or not, successful YouTubers make money!
Participants in our YouTube workshop learn how
to create, produce and edit content for their own
YouTube channel based on popular online trends like
gaming, unboxings, reactions and reviews.
Advanced
This course is designed for those who have a YouTube
channel and want to the get more clicks, more views,
and more subscribers. Understand how the backend
of this incredible platform works.
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Hollywood
Ever wondered how they do it in Hollywood? Now you can
find out! Learn awesome visual effects which will have your
audience super impressed! Fly, teleport and go invisible.
Here you’ll learn how simple filmmaking tricks can make your
movies shine.

Interview Your Hero
This workshop is designed to introduce young minds to
interviewing techniques and documentary filmmaking. Select
an author, superhero or celebrity, and then learn how to
correctly shoot an interview in a fun and exciting way!

Slow and Fast Filmmaking

Making Holograms
Build your own hologram using simple materials and bring it
to life with specially designed holographic videos. Then use
green screen and special effects to create a hologram of you!
You’ll be amazed at how realistic they look!

This science-driven filmmaking workshop focuses on capturing
high-speed motion from a series of amazing experiments with
devices and slowing them down to reveal the magic behind
the motion!

Details

Extreme Filmmaking
Using hi-definition waterproof cameras, this action packed
filmmaking workshop explores what is possible when
attaching a camera to pretty much anything which engaging
in high-energy activities. Participants then edit together their
footage to create a exciting music video montage.
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1.5hr Workshop
Our 1.5hr workshops focus
on getting young minds
excited
about
content
creation and giving them the
technical skills to get started.

3hr Workshop
Our extended 3hr workshops
allow participants to put the
technical skills into practice
and produce their very own
project.

Cost:

Age: 6-17yrs

1.5hrs
$500+GST

Max: 20 participants

3hrs
$850+GST

Travel: 79c/km

FILMMAKING
INNOVATION RANGE

We like to push the boundaries with content creation and what’s possible. This
range of workshops are sure to ignite the imagination of the next generation
through emerging technologies.
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ROBOTICS
Drawing on the power of today’s robots, we are preparing tomorrow’s generation
by designing and constructing robotic solutions in a way that excites young minds.
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RoboWars LIVE
Using the incredible Mindstorm EV3 robots, participants learn
how to battle their robots in an arena, and make modifications
whilst filming the action taking place. They then compile the
footage to make an action-packed Robowars TV episode!

Lego Mindstorms EV3
Harness the power of LEGO’s EV3 robotic system in this
engaging set of workshops designed to challenge and
inspire the next generation of inventive thinkers. Our robotics
programs incorporate design-based thinking within a fun and
educational setting to solve the problems of tomorrow.

Details
1.5hr Workshops
Our 1.5hr workshops focus on
getting young minds excited
about robotics and giving
them the technical skills to get
started.

3hr Workshop
Our extended 3hr workshops
allow participants to put their
technical skills into practice
and solve more challenging
problems.

Cost:

Age: 6-17yrs

1.5hrs
$500+GST

Max: 15 participants

3hrs
$850+GST

Travel: 79c/km

Available Workshop Options:
Build and Race
Build and Collect
Build and Battle
Build and Program
Mars Challenge
Farm Challenge

Sphero (1.5hrs ONLY)
Sphero robots are extremely versatile when harnessed in
the right way, and are incredibly engaging for the young
tinkerers of tomorrow. Our range of Sphero workshops
cover everything from science to art, providing innovative
educational experiences which just feel like fun!
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Building Gaming Apps

Augmented Reality

Our incredible range of gaming app workshops allow
participants the opportunity to build and code their very
own mobile gaming app. Constructed using a specially
designed iPad app, participants can build characters, levels
and obstacles then put their friends and family members to
the test.

Begin to understand the power of augmented reality (AR)
technology in these fun and exciting workshops. AR layers
digital content over our existing reality, seen through a device
such as an iPad, opening up a world of endless possibility.

Available Workshop Options:
Flappy Bird
Space Shooter
Geometry Dash

Available Workshop Options:
AR Scavenger Hunt
AR Trading Cards
AR Fashion

Details
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1.5hr Workshop
Our 1.5hr workshops are
focused on getting young
minds excited about game
design and introductory skills
to get them started.

3hr Workshop
Our extended 3hr workshops
allow participants to put the
technical skills into practice
and produce their very own
game.

Cost:

Age: 6-17yrs

1.5hrs
$500+GST

Max: 15 participants

3hrs
$850+GST

Travel: 79c/km

GAMING
Game design perfectly combines creativity and technical skills to bring to life
anything young minds can conjure.
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CONTACT US
07 3899 2160
info@activateed.com.au
www.activateed.com.au
5/525 Lytton Road, Morningside QLD, 4170

